
 

Here are links to three performances of Beethoven’s “Harp” Quartet (Op. 74 – Quartet #10). 
 
Performed By: Budapest Quartet (1951) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=959hT-d_s8c 
 
Performed By: Danish Quartet (2014 – Live Performance) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=exMaWKVcCEs 
 
Performed By: Quartetto Italiano (1956) 
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=cNpsdrbk0Xs 
 
 
NOTES 
 
Movement #1: Poco Adagio; Allegro 
 
In Beethoven, c minor is perhaps the easiest key in which to find an emotional context. From the 
op.1#3 piano trio to the op.18#4 string quartet, from the third piano concerto to the 5th 
symphony, we find a consistent sense of drama and intensity which is present all the way to the 
opening movement of the final piano sonata, op.111. To cubbyhole the emotional world of Eb 
major is perhaps a bit more elusive.  Because of the Eroica symphony and the Emperor concerto, 
we are probably conditioned towards the heroic and grand scale scheme of things, but in looking 
at the “Harp” quartet op.74 in relationship to the Eb piano trio op.70#2, and perhaps the Eb piano 
sonata op31#3, what might be found are qualities that could be described as rhapsodic, amiable 
and intimate. Granted this is a rather personal outlook, but if you are willing to go there, the 
potential choices we can make in these pieces are certainly affected. 
 
More and more, it occurs to me that, if there is an interlinking tempo relationship between 
introductions and the (usually first) movements which follow, an organic and harmonious unity 
seems to prevail. This can happen intuitively, but if it takes place consciously, the quarter note at 
the beginning of the Harp would become the half note at the Allegro, the quarter note at the 
outset of the fop.70#2 trio would become the dotted quarter at the upcoming Allegro. If you lie 
in bed, as I did recently, and wrack your imagination looking for examples, the possibilities are 
endless, ranging from Haydn symphonies, to Mozart’s late Bb violin sonata k.454, to 
Beethoven’s piano sonata op.81A, Les Adieux, to the Schubert octet. 
 
Right away, at the opening of the quartet, how we measure time is vital. If the tempo choice is 
truly Poco Adagio, then all the gestures work beautifully in cut time and the lack of sub-division 
enhances both serenity at the beginning and tension at the chromatic passage which starts at 
m.18. More open to controversy would be feeling the Allegro in one impulse per measure which 
would eliminate some starch and sturdiness, but perhaps be more welcoming and sympathetic to 
the fluidity of the second violin texture.  
 
Many times in Beethoven, there is a threshold between the spiritual and the secular - the initial  
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3 and1/2 measures surely, chorale-like, seem to be the former with the sotto voce almost a nod 
towards antiquity. What was tightly knit separates, instrument by instrument, for the pungent 
widely spaced harmony at m.5. The number of choices between here and the Allegro are 
stupefying: m.8 viola revealing its independence from the violins, m.9 the effusiveness of 
the  violin improv feeding the huge vocal leap which follows, and here, in 
m.10, does the actual melody include the Cb and Bb in the first violin or are those harmony tones 
with the second violin taking the tune for two beats? 
 
Afterwards, Beethoven adds espressivo to the return of the hymn-like texture which would affect 
tonal warmth and vibrato. I would plea for a forte chord in m.13 which is not excessively 
brusque, considering there are three G’s which flesh out the harmony. The first violin octave in 
m.15 can make for a leaner group sound which perhaps makes the second forte chord, in a 
brighter register, more bold. This, in turn, can set the tension for the transition, starting at m.18, 
leading to the Allegro. If the passage is conceived more mystically or disembodied, the first 
violinist likely would start the chromatic ascent on the G string. If the tension has more 
immediacy, and considering the temporary absence of bass, then the ascent might start from an 
open D string. If I were, in fact, coaching a student group, I would urge them to realize that the 
fingering choice includes everyone because the overall timbre and intonation is clearly affected. 
One last detail- even though there is a building-up of tension, the crescendo occurs only in the 
last measure and, once the dominant is established, the tension is conceivably released.  
 
Aside from the magical texture with the pizzicatos which kicks in at m. 35, the next point of 
curiosity likely is at m.43 where, after the assertive F major chords, the viola has a  
“wrong-tone” alien Gb which, immediately needs to fit the diminished chord in the next measure 
right after being estranged. Finding a peculiarity of sound here reminds me a bit of the strange 
passage in the first movement of op. 59#1 where deciding to be weird is what it’s all about. Look 
at the strange, displaced Webern-like writing at m.85 in this snippet from the earlier quartet.  
 

 
Beethoven Quartet Op. 59 No. 1 - Allegro 



 
At m.48, I imagine the harmony here, having some sentiment, would ask for a resilient 
sforzando, releasing the tension of the previous measures. With this less rigorous approach, the 
upcoming passage with all the sixteenth notes can have more improvisatory sweep- does being 
less digital here make it easier to play? Hard to say, but perhaps. As the exposition nears its 
conclusion, here’s a vote for sforzandos full of joy rather than aggression and for chords, in the 
last four measures, that take into account the verticality of piano playing, albeit with pedal. 
 
If you are willing to concede that a fragment of a melody is no longer a melody, I would argue 
that the entire development section of this movement, in typical Beethoven fashion, abandons 
melody altogether. After the development begins in the brighter wrong key of G major (probably 
with a shorter articulation than the opening), all bets are off. Motivically, the violins get stuck 
over a diminished chord starting in m.84 and then the viola goes nuts beginning at m.88, 
instigating the wildness of what follows. The dueling pairs, from m. 109 to m.124, is an 
astonishing portrayal of the progression from total energy to utter exhaustion. In the extended 
bridge back to the recap, unity of approach would seem to depend on the groups of notes having 
the gesture of release, even during the crescendo. 
 
Realizing that seeking brevity is a lost cause, and realizing as well there is certainly much to 
explore in the recap material, let’s jump to the coda which is extraordinary both in terms of 
length and audacity. At m.204, Beethoven extends and destabilizes, very quietly, the Eb resting 
place and then uses the same motivic material which preceded the outbreak in the development- 
this time we have an intensifying canon which explodes into a passage primitively ferocious , 
even by Beethoven standards. It takes an almost Bartok approach to pizzicato to keep up with the 
energy of the first violin for the three massive 4-measure harmonic blocks. What most people 
find astonishing, and unexpected, is the transformation which has the middle voices 
rhapsodically in canon, attempting to tame the maniacal first violinist. This starts in m.232-what 
often lacks acknowledgement is the expressive reiteration of the half notes in both voices ( two 
down bows would certainly make the point). One final thought- at m.259 the piano gesture 
seems like a parenthetical aside which could almost be slightly hesitant. 
 
Movement #2: Adagio, ma non troppo 
 
Ab major- what a perfect key for this loving and heartwarming slow movement. The opening, 
with its angelic first violin melody, always reminds me of Schumann’s Mondnacht with the first 
line of the Eichendorff poem being “It was as if the heavens had gently kissed the earth”. Both 
Schumann and Beethoven tone-paint magically, creating the space between the celestial and the 
earthly. Imagine if the first violin were down an octave. Overall the movement feels much 
like variations with the opening reappearing twice, increasingly florid and improvisatory. 
Between these sections are two interludes, for lack of a better word, very different in nature. 
At m.24, a passage in the remote key of Ab minor begins somewhat tentatively, the sense of 
harmonic searching heightened by the accompanying voices lying off beat and often not together 
(m.35-41 for example). At m.30, we have an instance of what is usually described as a “bebung”, 
the tied sixteenths here, because of the forte dynamic, probably reiterating to convey a throbbing 
effect. In a more vulnerable context, like the first violin passage in the slow movement of 



op.59#2, where he could have written dotted eighths, a barely discernible reiteration akin to 
trembling seems possible.  
 

 
                                                     Op. 59 No. 2 – Molto Adagio 
 
In keyboard playing, this originated with the clavichord where the finger, having struck the key, 
retains contact with the string via a  metal tangent, making vibrato or wavering an option. In the 
recitativo of the third  movement of Beethoven's op.110 piano sonata can be found the most 
well-known and experimental example of the bebung with the composer’s 4 to 3 fingering 
implying the reiteration. 

 
Beethoven Sonata Op. 110 – Adagio ma non troppo 
 



 
Everything, starting at m.50, serves as a heart-rending transition to the first variation. When both 
the cello and first violin move the Fb to F natural (m.51-52), the harmonic lightening seems to 
open the door for the return to major. However, it is fascinating that Beethoven writes espressivo 
at m.58 when all the upcoming chords retain the metric off-beat uncertainty we noticed earlier.  
If we wonder about how the great composers improvised, the variables, both in terms of melodic 
freedom and accompanying tapestry, are awe-inspiring. Even what looks less imaginative on the 
page- the repeated tones beginning at m.81- has a throbbing, bebung-like underlying quality as 
the variation transitions ahead.  
 
If Ab major is the warmest key imaginable, then  Db major is unworldly. Perhaps this is why 
Beethoven chose it for the slow movement of his final quartet, op.135. Rarefied tonal realms, 
with their reverence, can have out of the ordinary tempos and it seems to me that m.86 can last 
an eternity, with the tenderest sforzando, as it prepares us for heaven. This passage feels 
uncannily similar to the magical place, also in Db major, in the middle of the slow movement of 
op.59#1 (m.70 onwards) where there is a similar transition and where the passage truly begins in 
m.72. 
 

 
Beethoven Quartet Op. 59 No. 1 - Adagio 
 
As the section winds down, unexpectedly Ab minor, the key of the first interlude reappears for 
four measures, but the espressivo afterwards attempts to modulate to f minor in what feels like a 
bold, fatalistic, dramatic gesture totally unexpected in this movement. If the fortissimo here has 



true gravity, the subito piano in the viola and cello seems hollow and quite the opposite. And 
now, speaking of foils, the second variation begins, lucid and pristine, again with spatial 
separation, but this time with the melody way down on the G string while the second violin 
weaves its magic up in the stratosphere. Once this is over,  Ab minor again for four measures 
attempts to re-emerge (m.139) and the transition at m.143 leads us towards a conclusion which is 
increasingly fragmented, even with one more minimal attempt at minor (m.161), with seemingly 
halting chords at the morendo until the restful final three chords. 
 

Movement #3: Presto 
 
Is the demonic nature of this Presto at all tempered by the curious indication of leggiermente  
(very lightly) in tandem with a forte dynamic? If this is puzzling, it is probably short-lived 
because there is nothing light about the writing at the double bar. In this movement, much like 
the scherzo of Schubert’s Trout quintet, it seems vital that the 3/4 meter be communicated, not 
6/8, which is trickier than one might expect. It helps if the three eighths prior to the dotted 
quarter feel propulsive, but if they rush they’ll derail from the ongoing eighths right from the 
first measure. Also, like the Trout, the beginning of the movement can benefit from a double 
hitched cue so that the second part of the cue which springs everyone into action is shared by all 
and reflects the energy of the forte dynamic.  

 
Schubert “Trout” Quintet – 3rd Mvmt. - Scherzo 
 
It’s a bit dangerous to say, but perhaps the eighths at the first double bar could 
start  infinitesimally late to avoid squaring off the rhythm.  
 
At this point, all the phrase units comfortably fit four measure patterns, but later on, like so often 
in Beethoven, you have to be on the lookout for the  asymmetries which start in m.31. What we 
have here, at m.34 is a premature piano (with strangely woodwind-like pointillism) which leaves 
us with four three-measure phrases-with alternating dynamics-followed by an extended six 
measure quite vulnerable gesture and then perhaps, at m.49, two measures additional prior to 
another parallel six measure phrase before normal four measure shapes resume at m.57. I believe 
this counting of measures to discover shape is both fascinating and vital in Beethoven, especially 
for conductors who have to differentiate beat patterns in fast tempos. Be willing to be baffled at 



times! For instance, the forte at the first ending before doing the repeat messes up the symmetry 
and is extra.  
 
In the “B” trio section, the cello FF is not the strong beat, the next measure is-likewise for the 
viola entry and especially so for the entry of the violins which places the tension of suspensions 
on strong beats, resolutions on weak beats. Following Beethoven’s instruction to feel the pulse in 
6/8 ( just what had been avoided prior) actually helps reveal the location of these strong beats. 
 
Another aspect of Beethoven scherzos worth mentioning is his tendency to extend the traditional 
ABA form to ABABA which heightens the demand on player and listener. If you are expecting 
A to be the same the third go around, Beethoven omits the repeat sign in order to shift the 
dynamic scheme with the sempre piano at m.353 the biggest surprise.  
 
What had been blustery now will remain quiet all the way to the end, including the transitional 
bridge to the last movement. Schumann does something very similar in the scherzo of his piano 
quartet which feels hardly a coincidence considering the opening of the piece is so clearly an 
homage to Beethoven. One other thought- for anyone seeking a connection to the “Eroica “- how 
about, each time it comes (m.23 is the first), this as a horn call for three horns? 
 
 
Movement #4: Allegretto con Variazioni 
 
This wonderfully creative set of variations certainly fits the stereotype of Beethoven as a 
composer who thrives on contrasts and foils. It seems that each variation is the polar opposite of 
its neighbor proceeding from tender to rambunctious back and forth until variation 6 where we 
will have to revisit the conversation. Another way of looking at these alternating moods involves 
the shift from what is primarily melodic to what is rhythmic.  
 
Because of the abundance of dots and the forte with its two sforzandos, many quartets choose a 
less vocal conception for the opening theme. But if you find the emotional framework I 
presented convincing, then dots can be singing, sforzandos as well, and the forte not necessarily 
about contrast. Forgive me for ranting when I say a dot doesn’t imply staccato. As I imagine the 
caressed fragments at the beginning, it feels like Brahms must have been familiar with this when 
he composed the last movement of the Eb clarinet/viola sonata which is so similar in mood. 
Even though Beethoven follows the traditional classical formula for variations with successively 
quickening note values, we hardly notice that as the textures and moods shift. 
 
Since the first beat of every variation completes the last measure of what preceded, timing is 
essential, especially in Beethoven’s creative world of juxtapositions. It is always easier for what 
is boisterous to come barreling in on the heels of what has had sensibility than the other way 
around- however, with flexibility, both are possible. 
 
Having just used the word boisterous makes me realize how a single adjective can help 
determine a bow stroke or visualize a scene change. I recall getting into a tussle years ago with a 
friend over a student quartet being asked to play the first variation pompously, as a way to avoid 



rushing. I guess I preferred boisterous or mock-pompous, or how about jaunty. Music does fine 
without words, but when we use them, they can make such a difference.  
 
When we look like we are about to play and when we actually play don’t necessarily match up 
and how a violist starts variation 2 might address the issue of how to be suddenly  
loving - show early but play late. With the possible exception of the agitato movement of the 
Brahms Bb quartet, is there any other viola solo in string quartet repertoire this beautiful, except, 
of course, the opening of the 6th Bartok quartet? What unites this movement, from variation to 
variation, is more the underlying harmonic scheme than the melodic framework, so where the 
harmony deviates becomes particularly noticeable- for example, m.49 in variation 2.  
 
In the first five variations, the second half always has four extra measures and that tends to be 
where you might find variables: m.9 in the opening theme, a change in texture, abandoning the 
fragments for a chordal legato-m.29 in variation 1 more disjunct, especially the inner voices and 
sforzando poke in m.31-a clear change of texture at m.49 of variation 2 where the purity of the 
half notes temporarily yields to a moving bass line and shared melodic features in the violins-in 
m.69 of variation 3 the roles of the second violin and cello become imitatively embroiled which 
creates eight measures of mayhem-at m.89 of variation 4, what had been placid becomes 
harmonically brooding with the strange cello-viola dialogue-and finally a bit extra cavorting 
about in the first violin at m.110 of variation 5. 
 
When playing the high-energy, enthusiastic variations, with their bright articulation, the 
sophistication of how the music is built can easily get lost. A possible experiment to address that 
concern might be to do a run through of those variations considerably under tempo and quasi 
legato. 
 
And now we have reached the puzzle that is variation 6. Sequentially it is, at this point, time for a 
gentle, lyrical variation and yet the first thing we see is “Un poco piu vivace “ and have to reckon 
with its the pulsating triplets in the cello. These triplets prior to the entrance of the upper strings 
are actually extra in terms of the expected eight measure phrase and certainly can create 
ensemble issues. If you hear the triplets as more of a murmuring underbody-perhaps a low 
orchestral horn-than an energizing force, an interesting way to rehearse can be to start the 
variation without cello, at the entry of the other players, then add the cello incidentally, and then 
see if starting the variation as written is more comfortable. When teaching, this has proven 
helpful in the past.  
 
If we have become accustomed to Beethoven’s harmonic scheme, the usual G major chord at the 
first double bar has gone missing, replaced by the continuing Eb almost placid pedal. But then! 
Our harmonic expectation does not get jarred,but rather lovingly altered as we shift to that most 
magical key-Db major where an extra PP encourages tenderness. Perhaps variation 7 starts at the 
second ending, or perhaps we have a coda or perhaps a coda begins at m.162. Does the 
terminology really matter? The wonderful harmony at m.167, which we get twice, has a hairpin , 
perhaps like we find later in Brahms, which doesn’t necessarily indicate a swell, but rather an 
acknowledgement or widening. Now, seemingly, comes the question-who is going to prevail-the 
whimsical or the high-spirited? If the pianissimo at m.170 is the former and the accelerando 



through the Allegro is the latter, we seem to have a winner, especially with the strengthening of 
the FF and its contrary motion scale.  
 
But what about the last two chords and the first violin finishing where it does? 


